YXZ1000R SS LE: Redesigned, refined and improved

Pret: 28,270 €

The Model Year 2019 YXZ1000R Sport Shift LE received an impressive number of updates from design to refined and recalibrated mechanical and electronical specifications, improved functionality resulting in stunning overall performance.
We’re taking off road performance to the next level with the YXZ1000R SS LE - the highest specification SxS ever! Its rally-style paddle shift gives instant fingertip control for clutchless LE full throttle shifting. And with its YCC-S activated launch control system, nothing comes close to the YXZ1000R SS LE from a standing start.

Equipped with 29" Inch Big Horn tyres on 14-inch cast aluminium wheels and recalibrated long travel suspension, the YXZ1000R SS LE is built to dominate the most extreme terrain. We entered the ROV market as the world’s leading manufacturer of sports ATVs – and this unique perspective has given us the ability to create the next generation of adrenaline-charged SxS models.

- Sport-Shift paddle shifters give total control
- Intelligent Yamaha Chip Controlled Shift
- New front hood and sleek, straight ROPS design
- Redesigned, refined and improved
- New Gear ratio 5-speed gearbox with reverse
- Dual Hi Flow rear mounted cooling radiators
- Compact, high-powered 3-cylinder 998cc engine
- Recalibrated FOX® Podium 2,5 front & rear shocks
- Easy to operate launch control system
- Refined fast and efficient clutchless LE shifting
- 29" inch Big Horn tyres on 14" Bead Lock Alu wheels
- SeamlesS LE upshifting even on full throttle

Culori
### Specificatii tehnice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motor</th>
<th>Sasiu</th>
<th>Dimensiuni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Dual Motors, dealer autorizat: Yamaha Motors
Importator oficial: Arai, Putoline, Lazer, Dainese, GoldFren, AGV, Twin Air
Adresa: Soseaua Pipera 48, Bucuresti | Tel: 021-528 0474 / 75 | Mobil: 0722.354.437
Email: info@motociclete.com.ro
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